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Abstract: With the emerging rise of electricity production coming from distributed generation (DG), the need of having
reliable distribution grid models to study DG integration is emerging. The distribution network models (DiNeMo)
platform aims at covering this gap by reproducing the representative distribution grid of a given area of interest. The
models are based on data relative to the area and on indicators built from the data provided by 99 European
distribution system operators supplying >100,000 consumers. Among the outputs that DiNeMo provides, the key files
are those which allow to run power flow simulations. In this study, the authors report the results of AC power flow
analyses relative to an urban network of the city of Hannover. The focus here is the study of voltage fluctuations and
line losses under different levels of household photovoltaic (PV) installation. Starting with a current state of demand
without any household having installed PV panels, the authors move to the analysis of higher penetration levels. After
that, the authors run additional simulations to assess the impact that meshed medium voltage network configurations
can have on the capacity hosting of the grid in the examination.
1 Introduction

Uncontrolled increase in local production of renewable energy
sources at distribution level may cause bidirectional power flow
resulting in high-/medium voltage (HV/MV) transformer
overloading, induce unallowed voltage fluctuations, as well as
cables or lines overloading. To avoid these kinds of problems and
ensure secure and reliable distribution network operation, grid
analyses are necessary in order to support the planning stage of
new technology integration. As distribution network data are
usually not publicly accessible due to privacy reasons, synthetic
grids are built as a reasonable compromise to benchmark testing
scenarios and algorithms. Multiple papers have focused on
addressing and solving this issue. The tool described in [1] is used
to obtain an optimal distribution network deployment based on
minimal investment in the grid constructions (such as cables,
distribution transformers, and switching equipment) to supply the
maximum number of consumers while satisfying all constraints in
the network. Work described in Valenzuela et al. [2] models the
optimal location of distribution transformers based on minimum
spanning tree algorithm with the lowest cost in low voltage (LV)
network and using clustering methods in order to improve the
resilience. In the work of Birchfield et al. [3] the focus is put on
synthetic power grids validation based on metrics divided into two
categories: metrics of system proportions (number of buses per
substation, substation voltage levels, percentage of substations
containing load, load at each bus, ratio of total generation capacity
to total load, percentage of substations containing generation,
capacities of generators, percentage of generators committed,
generator dispatch percentage, generator reactive power limits) and
of system networks (transformer per-unit reactance, transformer
megavolt ampere (MVA) limit and X/R ratio, transmission line
reactance, transmission line X/R ratio and MVA limit, ratio of
transmission lines to substations, at a single nominal voltage level,
percentage of lines on the minimum spanning tree, distance of
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transmission lines along with the Delaunay triangulation, ratio of
total length of all lines to the length of the minimum spanning
tree). The extensive overview of published distribution test
networks is presented in the work of Postigo Marcos et al. [4]
with the focus put on the design of large-scale realistic networks
used for research purposes in smart energy systems. Pisano et al.
[5] built the rural, urban and industrial representative networks
through a clustering process starting from territorial characteristics
from geographical information system (GIS) applications. The
methodology uses the network topology, the feeder type (e.g.
overhead and underground), the distribution of different customer
categories (i.e. residential, industrial, agricultural, tertiary,
transportation), and the daily consumption and generation profiles.
The algorithm for automated synthetic distribution feeder
generation in [6] uses a large data set from the Netherlands
distribution system operator (DSO) to identify load, nodes, cables
and feeder structure treating the feeder as a graph with nodes and
edges. The procedure in the work of Petretto et al. [7] is used for
the estimation of distribution networks capabilities to support grid
stability with synthetic networks based on a GIS clustering
procedure in order to investigate the impact of active distribution
networks on the bulk ancillary service market.

The work Aydin et al. [8] shows that meshed LV network
configuration aims at minimising the voltage rise, line and
transformers overloading under high photovoltaic (PV)
penetration. The meshed network is able to host more PV panels
compared to the radial grid. According to the number of customers
in the LV network, the most beneficial meshing is the pair of
feeders in 2:1 proportion in the number of consumers.
Furthermore, involving ICT, control capabilities and automation
[9] will alleviate meshing the grid. It is important to emphasise
that changing the configuration usually does not require building
the new lines and cables, because the network is already meshed,
but operated radially. Synthetic networks mentioned in the
literature review are rarely geo-referenced and limited in the
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Fig. 1 DiNeMo elaboration of Hannover neighbourhood
number of buses and branches. To overcome this lack of knowledge,
a distribution network modelling platform, named the distribution
network model (DiNeMo) aiming at reproducing the representative
distribution grid of a given area of interest has been developed by
JRC [10]. DiNeMo takes into account metrics and indicators
collected from 99 unbundled DSOs in Europe, thus supplying
>100,000 consumers [11].

In this paper, we report the results of three AC power flow case
studies on the distribution network of a neighbourhood in the city
of Hannover built through the DiNeMo platform. We focus on
voltage fluctuations and line losses considering several levels of
household PV panel installations randomly connected at the LV
(bus) level. The first case, based on a radial configuration,
considers a PV penetration from 0% up to 90% (with a step of
10%). In the second case, a meshed configuration is created, in
which MV/LV endpoint substations of different feeders are
connected and PV penetration levels impact is measured. Finally,
in the third case, a mesh configuration linking HV/MV substation
with the endpoints of MV/LV substations is analysed.
Fig. 2 Meshed network
2 Methodology

The metrics, used in DiNeMo, describe the type of observed area
(urban, semi-urban, and rural), location and distance between
consumers and their distribution in the area considering population
density. DiNeMo uses a greenfield approach [12] and takes into
account the geographical location of HV/MV substation and
consumers, as well as the volume of demand. DineMo platform is
a Joint Research Centre open platform [13] which builds the
network from scratch with the objective of minimising the costs of
all the assets composing the network, without violating the
imposed network constraints (as an operational limit of lines and
substations, as well as voltage fluctuation) and geographical
limitations. With respect to the costs, fixed costs usually
comprehend investments in substations, lines and cables, while the
variable costs reflect those costs due to power losses affecting final
consumers. According to these aspects, the resulting DiNeMo
network has a nearly optimal configuration. The network building
process can be divided into three main phases. In the first one, the
network computation request (NCR), the user needs to capture the
area of interest (which is gathered through an open street map) and
locates the HV/MV substation position on the selected map.
Furthermore, the user can edit the number of metering points per
building and its frequency within the area, the maximum demand
and voltage levels of LV and MV consumers, power factor and
transformation capacity of MV/LV substations. In the second
phase, after the NCR has been sent to the JRC server, the core
module builds the network based on user input and indicators of
the German DSO operating in the Hannover area which is internal
to the platform (due to privacy reason). In the third phase, the user
can select and work with the different outputs that DiNeMo
produces (network and customers’ images, MatPower [14] files for
power flow simulations, consumers, lines, substation and switching
devices and shapefiles). Validation of the platform has been
already performed in the work of Grzanic et al. [15] by comparing
nine indicators used in DiNeMo platform with the real network
data from the local DSO operating in the city of Varazdin in
Croatia. The indicators calculated from the network created in
DiNeMo platform show that synthetic grids modelled in DiNeMo
are suitable for network analyses.

As mentioned, we build an urban network of Hannover city in
Germany as presented in Fig. 1. The green triangle indicates the
HV/MV substation (110/10 kV) with a rated capacity of
31.5 MVA, the red thick lines are the MV networks and black thin
lines the LV networks. The blue circles are the MV/LV
substations, while the three bigger black circles indicate the MV
consumers and the smaller ones are LV consumers. It is worth
emphasising that the MV configuration in Fig. 1. is radial. The
apparent loop visible in Fig. 1. is an intersection of two cables that
are not physically connected. There are 20 MV/LV (10/0.4 kV)
substations of which 10 are with rated power of 400 kVA, 7 are
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with rated power of 630 kVA and 3 are with rated power of
1000 kVA.

The total length of the LV circuit is 23.42 km with 14.98 km of
overhead lines, while the total length of the MV circuit is 7.23 km
with 0.36 km of overhead lines.

The network grid, shown in Fig. 1, has a radial configuration
which, compared to a meshed one, has a lower reliability index
that may affect the electricity supplied. Indeed, since all MV/LV
substations are single supplied, in case of any kind of fault in the
MV network, the energy will not be delivered to any of end-users
in the LV circuit connected with the part of the MV network
where the fault happened. In order to improve reliability in the
network and reduce PV penetration negative effects, we consider
meshed configurations of the MV network.

Fig. 2 shows the meshed network configurations adopted to
compare voltage fluctuations and power losses with the purely
radial configuration with different levels of PV sources
penetration. Two types of meshing are proposed: the first one
connects the final MV/LV substations (of each feeder) together in
order to form a loop satisfying n− 1 criteria (blue dotted lines)
and the second one connecting the final MV/LV substations of the
feeders with HV/MV substation (green-dotted cables). The cables’
length is calculated as Euclidian distance between two buses
multiplied with a coefficient of 1.5 in order to consider a realistic
distance where cables are not straight lines due to geographical
and urban limitations. The power flow simulations are performed
in Matlab using Matpower package.
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Table 1 Network losses in MVA

PV penetration,% Radial Meshed 1 Meshed 2

0 0.79 0.77 0.72
10 0.68 0.66 0.62
20 0.58 0.56 0.52
30 0.48 0.47 0.44
40 0.39 0.39 0.37
50 0.33 0.32 0.30
60 0.27 0.26 0.25
70 0.22 0.21 0.20
80 0.17 0.17 0.16
90 0.14 0.14 0.14

Table 2 Maximum voltages

PV penetration,% Maximum voltages, p.u.

Radial Meshed 1 Meshed 2

0 1.042 1.044 1.054
10 1.047 1.045 1.056
20 1.054 1.045 1.061
30 1.061 1.045 1.068
40 1.067 1.045 1.074
50 1.073 1.045 1.081
60 1.083 1.046 1.084
70 1.087 1.046 1.089
80 1.092 1.046 1.097
90 1.097 1.046 1.101
3 Results

The analysis focuses on voltage fluctuations and losses in the
network. We consider three different network configurations: the
radial network and two types of meshed networks as explained in
Section 2. The initial case considers no PV integration (0%). Then
we increase it up to 90% (with steps of 10%). Practically
speaking, this means that for instance, 40% PV integration
corresponds to 40% of LV buses having PV installed. We run 100
simulations that randomly assign PV to buses per each PV
penetration level. The capacity of installed PV can be 15, 30, 45
and 60 kW. We gradually increase the percentage of PV
penetration to monitor the network losses in the grid (Table 1), as
well as the number of buses out of voltage levels (Table 2) with
the different types of network configurations discussed.

As one can notice from Table 1, network losses are decreasing
with the growth of PV penetration in all cases.

Moreover, meshed networks show even lower network losses
which can serve as a possible solution for future demand growth
and renewable energy sources (RES) integration.

As one can notice from Table 2, only the second meshed case with
90% of PV integration has voltage fluctuation above the allowed
limit.
4 Conclusion

Moving towards a green energy system definitely requires a broad
integration of renewable energy sources which help reduce
greenhouse gas emissions. To avoid potential problems in the
network, such as voltage fluctuations or bidirectional power flow
resulting in HV/MV transformer overloading, grid analyses are
necessary in order to support the planning stage of new
technology integration. Due to confidential policy, distribution
network data are usually not publicly accessible. In order to
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overcome this issue, synthetic grids are built for testing multiple
scenarios of low carbon power systems.

DiNeMo platform is used for modelling synthetic networks in a
chosen area of interest around Europe. MV and LV networks were
built in the city of Hannover in Germany to investigate the impact
of PV integration in an overloaded network. The focus of this
work is on network losses and voltage fluctuations. The results
show that network losses are with the growth of PV integration.
Furthermore, we did network meshing in two different
configurations: the first one connects the final MV substations
together in order to form a loop and satisfy n− 1 criterion, while
the second one connects the final MV/LV substations in the feeder
with HV/MV substation. Meshed configurations reduce network
losses.

Future work will focus on the cost of investment in network
meshing and finding an optimal solution for losses minimisation
and reduction of voltage fluctuations and the impact of cable
length in meshing configuration.
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